Rapid two-dimensional analysis of proteins by ultra-thin layer gel electrophoresis.
Identification of qualitative and/or quantitative protein expression differences as well as characterization of specific cell proteomes would further advance molecular cell biology research. Today, one of the most commonly used tools for proteome analysis is two-dimensional gel electrophoresis. Although this technology is informative, it is extremely cumbersome, time-consuming and lacks automation and proper reproducibility. In this paper, we propose an automated separation/detection system capable of rapid two-dimensional analysis of proteins by ultra-thin layer gel electrophoresis with real time imaging of the separated components, using fiber optics based laser induced fluorescence technology. The approach is based on electric field mediated separation in capillary dimensions, along with noncovalent, "in migratio" fluorescent staining methodology. The advantage of the technology discussed over existing techniques is its simplicity, speed and good detection sensitivity.